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What kinds of questions do the different theoretical frameworks encourage you to ask 

about the Bradford ‘ riots’? Which of these questions do you find useful and worth 

pursuing? Why? What are the limitations of the theoretical frameworks you have 

considered? What questions do they neglect? 

The following is a brief discussion of how some of the different theoretical 

frameworks of sociology can be used to gain an understanding of social 

events and structures, with the Bradford riots as the selected case study. 

The different theoretical frameworks of sociology offer us the structures to 

carry out and then evaluate social research on particular events or issues, 

although the differences in these theoretical frameworks need to always be 

taken into account. The different theoretical frameworks of sociology in fact 

emphasise differing actors such as individual choices / freedom of action, the

impact of economic, political, and social factors, as well as social institutions 

and social structures. Several research questions are put forward for 

discussion and evaluation to assess which ones will fit in best with the 

different theoretical frameworks of sociology that are discussed. The reasons

for selecting the final research questions will be explained. Finally the 

potential shortcomings of the selected research questions as well as the 

chosen theoretical frameworks will be discussed. 

There are arguably various kinds of questions that the different theoretical 

frameworks of sociology would encourage us to ask about the Bradford riots, 

or any other social event for that matter. The different theoretical 

frameworks of sociology are after all meant to give people the ability as well 

as the capacity to evaluate and therefore to understand general societies as 

a whole and indeed specific social events in isolation. The shared purpose of 
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the different theoretical frameworks of sociology is to analyse and to 

comprehend contemporary societies, the asking of pertinent questions being

a widespread and also a sound means of determining the direction and the 

results of sociological research into specific events or areas. The different 

theoretical frameworks of sociology would in all probability encourage us to 

ask probing and open ended kinds of questions to find out more details 

concerning the Bradford riots. Of course the different theoretical frameworks 

of sociology would then probably go on to provide differing explanations of 

why the Bradford riots happened, as well as the main causes of what took 

place. For example questions like the following ones would be highly useful 

for the different theoretical frameworks of sociology to ask in order to 

evaluate what happened: 

 Could the Bradford riots have been accurately predicted? 

 Did the Bradford riots have long-term social and economic causes? 

 Did the Bradford riots have short-terms social and economic causes? 

 Could the Bradford riots have been averted at all? 

 What role did social factors such as alienation, racial discrimination, 

and poverty play in causing the Bradford riots? 

 Why were the local authority, the West Yorkshire Police, and the 

central government unable to prevent the Bradford riots from taking 

place? 

 Are there any lessons that the local authority, the West Yorkshire 

Police, and the central government can learn from the Bradford riots? 

And if so should changes be made to prevent further riots in the 

future? 
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All of the questions mentioned above would certainly prove to be useful in 

the provision of a meaningful analysis of the Bradford riots within the context

of the different theoretical frameworks of sociology to ensure that important 

and accurate conclusions are reached about the causes of the violent 

outbursts. To a large extent all of the questions that could be asked would 

provide pertinent answers and research for a full analysis of the events 

surrounding the Bradford riots. However some of the questions would 

undoubtedly provide more complete levels of data as well as relevant 

information than other questions concerning the Bradford riots. If answered 

in full some of the questions would provide enough information to answer 

the other closely related questions. Indeed some of the less important 

questions could be used as follow up or secondary questions to the main 

questions actually being asked. 

The main questions chosen to gain the most useful information about the 

Bradford riots would be the following ones: 

 Did the Bradford riots have long-term social and economic causes? 

 Did the Bradford riots have short-terms social and economic causes? 

 (With a possible follow up question of ‘ Could the Bradford riots 

have been accurately predicted?). 

 What role did social factors such as alienation, racial discrimination, 

and poverty play in causing the Bradford riots? 

 (With the back up question of ‘ Why were the local authority, the 

West Yorkshire Police, and the central government unable to 

prevent the Bradford riots from taking place?). 
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 Are there any lessons that the local authority, the West Yorkshire 

Police, and the central government can learn from the Bradford riots? 

And if so should changes be made to prevent further riots in the 

future? 

These questions have been chosen as theoretically at least they offer the 

best prospects of gaining as a wide a perspective of possible of the social 

and other possible causes of the Bradford riots. The selected questions 

depending upon how they are actually answered would allow functionalists, 

Marxist, and structuralism sociologists for example to come up with highly 

diverse conclusions based on the same data and research information about 

the Bradford riots. The answers given in response to these questions could 

and will undoubtedly be interpreted in various ways that may or may not fit 

in with the different theoretical frameworks of sociology already studied such

as functionalism, Marxism, and structuralism. 

Of course there is a long tradition of the adherents of functionalism, 

Marxism, and structuralism interpreting data and research information in 

ways that make their theoretical frameworks appear to be the best method 

of understanding social events such as the Bradford riots. Thus the 

proponents of the different theoretical frameworks of sociology would almost

certainly argue that their preferred theoretical framework is better than all 

the other alternative frameworks in explaining and subsequently 

understanding the Bradford riots. They would also be arguing that their 

preferred theoretical framework would be the best for analysing entire 

societies as well as highly specific social events. 
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If answered in full the questions to be asked in relation to the causes of the 

Bradford riots should provide enough evidence to draw up research findings 

and also conclusions that fit in with the different theoretical frameworks of 

sociology such as functionalism, Marxism, and structuralism. However the 

conclusions would of course vary depending upon which of the different 

theoretical frameworks of sociology was actually being used at the time. 

Although there might be some similarity with the social and economic factors

believed to have contributed to the causes of the Bradford riots, even if the 

different theoretical frameworks of sociology will rank such factors in 

different orders of over all importance. At the centre of the theoretical 

differences between the different theoretical frameworks of sociology is the 

issue of causation. Basically deciding whether or not individuals are free to 

act as they wish, or whether social structures, or indeed whether social and 

economic factors have the greatest influence in causing or worsening social 

events such as the Bradford riots. 

In many respects the Bradford riots are a very pertinent example of a social 

event that could be used as a case study to enable us to understand the 

ways in which the different theoretical frameworks of sociology use data and 

information to come up with evaluations of society. Although the different 

theoretical frameworks of sociology would all claim to have the ability to fully

analyse and also to evaluate whole societies in general as well as specific 

social events in this case the Bradford riots. For those academics and 

sociologists that fervently believe in the accuracy and the validity of any 

specific one of the different theoretical frameworks of sociology then it is 

harder to accept criticism about those frameworks. Criticism and comments 
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that their preferred theories and the other theoretical frameworks do in fact 

have shortcomings that can adversely affect the validity of research findings 

based upon their concepts and theories. 

Functionalism was one of the different theoretical frameworks of sociology 

that has the ability to analyse and evaluate the causes of the Bradford riots 

despite having some serious shortcomings from theoretical perspectives. 

Functionalism contends that when taken as a whole and also in the case of 

specific social events are shaped as well as heavily influenced by the inter 

relationships between individuals, social groups and also social institutions. 

Functionalism contends those individual beliefs and also social groups such 

as families or religious communities and social institutions like the West 

Yorkshire Police, the local authority, and the central government heavily 

influence their actual behaviours. Functionalism does have the capacity to 

analyse and to also evaluate the consequences of the interaction between 

individuals, social groups, and also social institutions. There is a very serious 

weakness when it comes down the suitability of functionalism for examining 

the Bradford riots. Functionalism as such does not recognise the possibility 

of the conflict between individuals, social groups, and also social institutions 

taking place. A social theory that does not recognise social conflict or 

struggles is certainly limited in its scope to understand violent events, like 

riots for instance. 

Marxism as a theoretical framework does provide some useful methods for 

analysing and evaluating the Bradford riots, yet it has obvious drawbacks. 

Marxism generally contends that class divisions as well as social heavily 

influence societies and economic inequalities that increase the prospects for 
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conflict. Using Marxism as a theoretical framework allows us to understand 

the part that social and economic inequality as well as poverty played in 

causing the Bradford riots. Marxism unlike other theoretical frameworks does

not recognise racial discrimination as a direct cause of social conflicts, which 

ignores the possibility that the Bradford riots were partially or completed 

caused by issues related to race relationships inside Bradford itself. The 

Bradford riots were also linked with religious issues, most notably the 

increased levels of alienation and aggression found within young Asian 

Muslim men in Bradford that felt isolated due to their race as well as their 

religion. 

Whilst Marxism is useful because it acknowledges that alienation can be a 

significant cause of social conflict, it tends to over emphasise the importance

of class conflict. In the case of Bradford the issues of race discrimination and 

race relations are more relevant to the situation leading up to the riots, due 

to the high ethnic minority population within the city. In those circumstances

Marxism’s emphasis upon class conflict does appear to be relevant at all. 

The theoretical merits of structuralism are that it has the capacity to 

evaluate as well as examine the various structures and also institutions 

within contemporary societies, and theoretically at least their impact on 

specific social events such as the Bradford riots. Over all structuralism 

actively contends that it is social structures and also social institutions that 

under normal circumstances the position of individuals within their own 

societies. The supporters of the structuralism theory go on to contend that 

individuals within their own societies do not actually have any influence as 
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well as meaningful power over the main decisions and events within their 

lives. 

Structuralism as a theoretical framework does tend to stress how important 

social structures and institutions such as the emergency services, local 

authorities, education services, and most importantly of all the central 

government are responsible for providing individuals with opportunities as 

well as maintaining social stability. The central government and all the 

institutions and social structures it controls have the capacity to positively 

improve peoples lives alongside the negative function of punishing those 

that attempt to overturn existing social structures. It is thus a theoretical 

framework that stresses the overwhelming importance of structures and 

institutions in contemporary societies, and how they can solve social 

problems. Perhaps more importantly how social structures and social 

institutions can solve social problems if there is the political The main 

practical and also theoretical shortfall of structuralism is that it 

underestimates the influence that individuals and linked small social groups 

can have over specific social events including the Bradford riots. Individuals 

and linked small social groups, especially the most alienated and angry ones 

can cause a great deal of destruction as well as disruption within their local 

area, or indeed beyond it. Alienated individuals and small groups may be 

particularly destructive and disruptive when social institutions and structures

fail to understand them or underestimate the threat to law and order that 

they actually pose. 
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